Prices
Product pricing
(VAT included)

Deposit to be paid before cast kit is sent
Foot pocket
&
Remaining sum to be paid before production start
ankle lock
Foot pocket and ankle lock total

400€

Fin blade

200€

400€
800€

Fin blade total

Complete diving fin assembly (foot pocket + ankle lock + fin blade)

Black rubber side protection material
Optional
extra costs

1 000€

Foot pocket

20€

Fin blade

20€

Deep gloss surface coating to fin blade
Custom fin blade shape or size

100€
Depends on the complexity
of the custom shape

Note: Customer needs to also pay for the shipping costs back to FinnFin and possible import taxes

Purchasing process
Receive foot pockets and
trial fin blades

Customer activity
Assign a place in
production queue

FinnFin activity
Customer orders
fin blades later after trial

Foot pocket design
choices

Send invoice for remaining
foot pocket and standard
fin blades 1week before
production start

Invoice
payment

Make foot pocket

Test and select fin blade

Send foot pockets
and trial fin blades
to customer

Fin blade design choices

Make and send
fin blades

Extra fin blade payments
(if any)
Send trial blades back

Deposit
payment

Send
cast kit

Take foot casts using
instructions and send
casts back to FinnFin

Customer receives
the ordered
products

Decide whether to order
fin blades now or later
after trial

Customer orders
fin blades now

Foot pocket design
choices
Fin blade design
choices

Assign a place in
production queue
Send invoice for remaining
sum 1week before
production start

Make foot pocket
Invoice
payment

Make fin blades
Send to customer

Notes:
1) When planning to order custom fin blades (shape, size, stiffness, bending properties), please contact FinnFin as soon as possible, even before paying for foot pocket deposit to verify feasibility and possible extra costs.
2) The available trial fin blades cover only uncoated, standard sized and –shaped stereo/bi-fins of soft/standard/hard stiffness alternatives. One set of trial fins includes 2 fin blades of different stiffness. After the trial the Customer
can order custom fin blades (e.g. stiffness between soft and standard)
3) The sender is always responsible for the shipping costs.

